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OS CERTAIN" SYSTEMS OF CURVES IS RIEM.VSSIAS SPACE. a83 

( hi certain systems of curees in Riemannian space : 

Ιϊν CHAII.ES II. KOWE. 
Triuilj DuMiu. 

I. Isnouni nos. — I.el V
 λ

. he a liiemannian space of Λ dimensions, 
llie met ric of w liicli is «iven bv 

•fc: \ t/x : 

in an arbitrary system of coordinates.!". H ν a.wsieru ofcurws in \
 N

 we 
shall mean a set of x"N"; curves which can be defined by differential 
equations of the form 

>/' .r ,. ' «/.»"' \ 

where s is the length of the are of the curve, and which satisfies the 
condition that a unique curve of the set joins any two sufficiently 
close points. 

If w e form a curvilinear triangle w ith three curves of a given system 
and allow it to shrink to a point, the excess over - of the sum of its 
angles will in general be an infinitesimal of the same order as its peri-
meter. Certain special systems, how ever (for example, the geodesies 
of \ O, have the property that the excess is always an infinitesimal of 

pi Throughout this paper, »e shall assume that any functions which are 
introduced ι explicitly or implicit! ν ] have a sufficient degree of regularilv to 
ensure the validity of our reasoning from the point of view of the theory of 
functions. 

Sourit, tie Math., lunte Ml. — Ease. Ill, 19Jî. ûtji 
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al least the same order as the area y'\. We shall say that such a system 
of carves has the trianfie pmperiy. The main problem of the present 
paper is that of determining the systems of carves in \\ that have this 
property. 

In a previous paper Κ I discussed this question in the ease where 
Ν = *, and showed that a system of ae' curves on a surface has the 
triangle property if, and only if, it is a velocity system t~ Κ It will he 
shown in what follows that everv veloeitv svstcm in V has the Irian-% V % ' 
gle property, hut that it is only when Ν = a that a system possessing 
the triangle properly is necessarily a velocity system. The result at 
which we shall arrive is the following : 

hi onler that a system ο fames in \\ should Am ν the triangle property, 
it is necessary ami su fficient thai it should he possible to represent it by 
differential a/nations o f the form 

•t^.e Jj- >ΛΓ-

ο heir s is the length of the an'o f the cuts e. ami where the voeffieients Γ
: 

are/unctions of position which aie restricted on/y hy the conditions of 
compatibility that aiv implied Λ ν the fact that the independent variable 
is the are. 

W e shall see in paragraph '2 that such systems are identical w ith 
velocity systems for X — but that they form a wider class when 
X > 2. Systems of this hind in \\ do not appear to have been studied y * > 
or named, and we may refer to them as ψηη/ratic systems. It is clear 
that a quadratic system is a system of paths of a special t \ pe, but we 
shall postpone until paragraph 10 the consideration of the position of 
quadratic systems among systems of paths. 

(' a It is not necessarv here to jtive auv precise meaning to tlie .» area » of the 
triangle, since we may replace il l»v any inlinilestmal of the same order as I ho 
square of the perimeter. 

i":> On reriain tfonh/y infinite ,\-t stems o f · a r\ cs art ο sttrfore ( iiuil. . b/ir-
t'fr'*t It Mat ft. Soi'.. I- *tt>. I <(.><>. p. tipO-yo I J. 

y ) For the definition of a vetocilv >\ -tem. see paragraph 2 below. 
> · > I particular s\stem of tlii- hind is considered bv ,1. t.. S\ use in connection 

will» non-holouumie geonieli-v t Mat ft. .liant fen. t. 99. ιρ >S. p. y.îS-yô ι 
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li. QI AIVRATU. SYSTEMS ANI> VELOCITY SYSTEMS. — The equations of the 
general quadratic system are 

I ·.».!> ,1'}« = ^ 

where Λ is the arc of the curve, and where we use llie abbreviation 

* ~4s. ' 
If we write 

,... ι i ι ... , 

the equations ι e. ι ι may he given the alternative form 

I >..T 1 ·ίΓ-: ΤΓ ./* » ' ' · 

where if ix is the symbol of intrinsic differentiation along the curve 
with respect to the arc. thai is. 

·]>. ./>. * i ». . . 

where /.· is any vector defined at every point of the curve. It is thus 
clear thai Tv" is a tensor. 

Since i.rjix is the y first) curvature vector of the curve, we may 
stale the definition of a quadratic system by saying that the compo-
nents of the curvature vect or of any curve of the system are equal to 
homogeneous quadratic functions of the components of the unit tan-
gent vector, the coefficients in these quadratics being functions of 
position. 

The restrictions that are implied by the fact that the independent 
variable is the arc may be simply expressed in terms of the TV. Since 
the vectors iu fis and ,ri are perpendicular, ι -a. >) implies that 

.1"' jt' i ». 
\\ here 

I /«— C'r ' ji'~-
and hence that 

L · » * I FIT — I — I ;; ·; — - O. 
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The conditions t η.\ \ are necessary and snflîcient for the compatibility 
of the equations t 2. Γ> or ι. >■. > κ 

On account of these conditions and the sy nnnotry ol'T,,., in the first 

two indices, a quadratic system depends on^NyN-— it arbitrary 
functions of position. 

Λ velocity sy stem in \
 N

 is defined as follows t ' t. If /' is a vector 
delined at ever ν point of λa curve of the corresponding velocity 
system has the property that its curvature vector at any point is the 
component normal to the curve iy') of the vector at the point. If wo 
express this property analy tically, we obtain the differential equations 
of the velocity system in the form 

y ■>.. Γι ι £ =/'■as 

It is clear therefore that velocity systems are quadratic systems; 
for t, . Ù ) may be written in the form ι 2. ν ι with 

t ·{. Ù ) Τ;·Ί'= ·~ Ί'; / )— A·.·./'. 

where ο', is a Kronecker delta, or equivalently. 

I'!."! ΐ«ί = - U', - Α·ί. fit - A'.i /". » 

.1 i/itodratie system is not in general a refoeitv system. — Λ v elocity 
system depends on Ν arbitrary functions of position, whereas a qua-
dratic system depends on ^ \ ι Ν - — ι V. and of these two numbers I be 
latter is the greater, except when Ν = J. in which case they are equal, 
flie class of quadratic systems is thus a wider one than that of velo-
city systems, except when Ν = a. 

11 /ten Λ =2. even' t/mnlratic system it a reinette system. — In order 

('! .1. LICKA. Aote on eeioeity systems in enreett spare of λ ifimcnsions 
ι ttu/t. Ameriran Math. Sot·.. (. ^T. κι'"- p. 71-77'. 

t-i Wo can ovpress f' unnjueh as die sum of a \oclor normal to the ouve ami 
a vector tangential to the curve. We call the tonner the component ot" f' normal 
to the curve. 
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to identify I lie quadratic system t«.3* with a velocity system, we 
have to find a vector to satisfy and, when \ = », these 
equations reduce in virtue of t <. 4 t to the two equations 

"T
!i;

= A·,./,. »τ.,.= Λ./, - Α·,: /;. 

which can he solved for /, and 
We inav obtain conditions that a quadratic s\stein should reduce 

to a velocity s\stem in the case where Ν ». If there exists a vec-
tor /. which satisfies ι >.1> >, it is given by 

, . ,s, I \ — t 1 /; = ·" T,V 

and if we substitute these values in t *».7i we obtain the equations 

1 ».M I To I I x = - ;i' 

w hich are necessary conditions that the quadratic system should be a 
veloeitA svstem. They are also sufficient conditions, because they 
express the fact thai it is possible to satisfy ι u. 7 ι by giving to /, the 
values ι ·_». . ί>\ W hen Ν = 2," the equations ν e ,i)ï are consequences 
of | "2 . ι I . 

l.wu < κι» SYSTEMS οι α UVES. — (dur discussion of the problem of 
determining the s\ stems of curves that have the triangle property 
involves the notion of the induction of a system of curves on a surface 
by a given svstem in \

 v
; and we shall now explain what we mean by 

this. 
Let ν Γ 't be a given svstem of curves in \

 N
, and let - be any surface 

t or Υ.Λ contained in \
 N

. We can determine on Σ a system flY"! of x" 
eurves bv the condition that the geodesic curvature vector of anv 
curve IV should coincide with the component in 1 ( ' t of the curvature 

i'i It" νιο are idvett a ν00lor al a poinl ol' a \\, contained in \ \. we can express 
the veelor nniqnelv as live sum of a vector tangential to \ „ and a vector normal 
to \ M. W e call the former the eomponeul of the vector in Y „. and the latter it> 
component normal to \ There will be no risk of confusing « components » in 
this sense, which are vectors, with covariaut or contra va riant components, 
which aIV numbeis. 
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vector of (lie curve Γ that touches it at the point under consideration ; 
or by the equivalent condition that, whenever a curve IV and a 
curve Γ touch, the difference of their curvature vectors at (lie point 
of contact should be normal to Σ. We shall say that the sy stem ^ l\i 
is induced ('λ on Σ by the system (TL 

\\ e shall need later the result that a quadratic system y Q ι induces 
a quadratic (or vciocitv\ system on any surface Σ. Let the system of 
coordinates .r' he chosen so that a given surface Σ is represented by 
the equations .r" = .r"* = .. . — .<Λ = o, and let us adopt the conven-
tion that Greek indices take the values ι and :< only. Let λ he the 
covariant components of any vector at a point of Σ. If we regard the 
component in Σ of this vector as a vector of the two-dimensional 
space I, its covariant components in the coordinate system ν ,r!. .r'V 
are the two munhers λ.. If we apply this to the case w here /. is the 
curvature vector of a curve Q w hich touches 1. so that 

λ, = — V..«"'.r». 

we see that the covariant components in the coordinate system i.r'. ,r: > 
of the geodesic curvature vector of the curve Qv of the induced system, 
whose unit tangent vector is are the two numbers 

- - T;jlvr;l.»··■. 

The induced system t QgT is thus quadratic. Its equations are 

•1^1 ... f * > .. 

t 1 ' The idea of an induced svstem of innes ί«hi.li mav he extended at once 
In the case where ihe surlace is replaced bv a \„i is similar to the idea of an 
induced afliiie connection ι Sec J. V. Sc.iiotTt.x. Ih t »iy.»4. p. làSi. 
Il" the system ι ΓI consists ot the paths of an aftîne connection, the induced svs-
tem consists of the paths of the induced aflino connection. \\ c mav remark that, 
if t Γ ι is a velocitv s\stein, it induces a veloeitv svstem in anv \\, the vector 
associated with the induced system being the component in X ^ of the vector 

associated with ι Γ '. In particular, the extremals in \
 N

 of an integral j μι/s. in 

which p. is a function of position, induce in anv \ „ the extremals of the same 
integral in V w. 

t s) It is clear of course that in generalpf'Τ·
Α
„, Τ*»?. 
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1. PttOOF OF TItE FACT THAT A SYSTEM WHICH HAS THE TIUAXUI.E I'KOl'EiiTY IS 

NECESSARILY OFAHIIATIE. — For the purpose ol" establishing ll»is result, 
w ο snail first show thai « system ι Γ > ο·/iie/ι has the tna rtyfe property 
im/ttees n quadratic {or velocityf system on any surface Σ. In order to 
do this, it will suffice to prove that any three curves of the induced 
system (IV) that pass through an arbitrary point Ο of Σ have their 
centres of geodesic curvature {' ) at ( ) col linear : for. in two dimen-
sions, the definition of a velocity system is equivalent to the statement 
that the x1 curves of the system thai pass through a point have their 
centres of geodesic curvature there collinear. 

Suppose (hen that we are given three curves of (IV) through a 
point Ο of Σ: and let Γ,. IV, Γ., be the three curves of (T) that touch 
them there. If S is an\ surface containing Γ,, IV, IV. S and 1 touch 
at O; and it follows from the definition of induction that the centres 
of geodesic curvature at Ο of Γ,. IV. IV on S coincide w ith the centres 
of geodesic curvature at () of the three given curves on Σ. Suppose 
now that S is the locus of a variable curve of t Γ) which moves so that 
it constantly meets Γ, and I .... and so that, when it couves to pass 
through O, it. coincides with IV. We may regard the three curves l\, 
IV, IV as the limiting positions of the sides of a variable triangle ^wilh 
two fixed sides) traced on S, which shrinks to the point O; ami, 
since ( Γ) has the triangle property, the ratio of the excess to the peri-
meter of this triangle tends to zero. Hence, in virtue of a theorem 
which is proved in the paper mentioned in paragraph I, the centres 
of geodesic curvature al Ο of the three curves Γ,. IV. IV on S are 
collinear. The centres of geodesic curvature of the three given curves 
of 11 Vf. being the sauve three points, are therefore collinear; and it 
thus follows that the system ι IV > is a quadratic system. 

W e have now to prove that a system ( IV in \
 N

 which induces a qua-
dra tie system on every surface is a quadratic system. W e shall suppose 
that (IV is delined by the di lie re η lia I equations 

—^— = 'J ( I. 

ι ! ) We are not in real il A introducing elements external lo \ ν wlien we replace 
the consideration of geodesic curvature vectors tw lliai of rentres of geodesic 
curvature. W e do so merely to avoid verbal complication in our statements. 
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in which the ('unctions z' satisfy identically the coiulilion of compa-
tibility 
ΐ \*\\ U" 'r- — O, 

where φ,= i,',» ?' · On account of the identity g,y.r'.v' = ι, there will be 
no loss of generality in assuming that the functions 3\ and therefore 
also the functions z>h are homogeneous of degree 2 in the variables . 
We have to prove that they are homogeneous quadratic polynomials 
in these variables. 

I.et Σ be any surface in \\ delined by the equations ,r' = .r\ it, 1), 
and let ( > be any point on it, whose coordinates are .1·', or u and If 
we write 

tin * ιίι' 

the curvature vector η,- of a curve of which touches Σ at Ο is 
given by 

»„·= '·" « -τ- μ'4 »\ 1. 

Mow, the covariant components in the coordinate-system ( w, «Λ of 
the geodesic curvature veelor of the curve of iJV> that passes through < t 
in the same direction are λ'η, and u/r,,·. Since ^ IVi is h ν hypothesis a 
quadratic system, these must be equal to homogeneous quadratics 111 
live continvariant components of the unit tangent vector, that is, in it 
and c. We shall write i,y.r ) instead of 3,y.rr. .r'"\ which will cause no 
confusion since we shall not change the point O. We thus see. 011 
account of the homogeneity of 3., that each of the functions 

( î - ··■ ^ /.·' c., 1 — μ'4 y 1. μ z
:
 ι λ" — g' j ι 

is a polynomial of at most the second degree in the variable 0. when λ' 
and μ' bave arbitrary lived values. From (.'1.1) we have 

λ'"-!· μ'4 y ) — Ομ' 3.» λ' — μ'Ό ! = Ο. 

and this shows that the second of the two functions \ '|.a>t is linear 
in 5. We may therefore equate to zero its second and third derivatives; 
and if we replace 0 by zero after differentiation and write ,r for λ' we 
thus have 

ρι'ρ.',!*4 3,,·;-ΐ ► =. ·>. μ'μ μ1 μ1 &.·,,&( ■*'" i ο. 
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where a partial differentiation with respect to a variable .r' is denoted 
by an index / following a comma. Since the numbers 0/ are arbitrary, 
these imply 

« i.:tt V,·./* (./·"> = o, l'.è''l = n 1 ' >. 

The first of the identities ( \. '■> ) leads to 

y I 1 " : <>. 

and this shows, on comparison with the second, that 

Vo, 

It follows that the functions ç., are homogeneous quadratic polyno-
mials in the variables .r'. and therefore that the system (IT is a qua-
dratic system. 

W e have thus proved that a system o f runes in Y
N
 which has the 

tetany fe property is necessarily a quadratic system (s ). 

ii. IhtooF or TUE FACT THAT' EVERY I.H AIMUTIC SYSTEM HAS THE TRIANGLE 

rnoi-ERTV. — Consider first the case of a quadratic (or velocity") system 
for Ν = a. If we denote by f the vector associated with the system 
in the manner already explained, and by Κ the intrinsic curvature 
of the surface, then, as was shown in the paper referred to in para-
graph 1, the excess lv of any triangle bounded by three curves of the 
system is given by the formula 

I ·"> . I) Κ j I i Κ — tiivf ) </S. 

1 ' ) \Y e use Sehoulen s notation (Iter /iieei-halkhl. U|>i. p. a.'it. The s\m-
bol formed L>\ enclosim; in parentheses ρ of ll«e indices of a term represents 
I he arithmetic mean of the />! terms corresponding to the p'. dilterent arrange-
ments of these indices. 

<-) 'Πιο result, which we have obtained incidentally, that ipiadratic systems 
are characterized bv the properly of inducing a velocity system on any surface 
takes the following form in a laididean space K- of three dimensions : Onatlratie 
systems in K, ore characterized hy the property that the polar tines (or axes 
ot the osculating circles) of the vurees of the sisiem that touch ο plane at a 
point meet the plane in eottinear points. 

Journ. de Mat/t.. tome XII. — Ease. 111. lyoi. I / 
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where the surface integral is taken over the interior of the triangle, 
ami where <liv f. the divergence of the vector f, is delined as follows. 
If = 1,2) are the contravariant components of f in any system 
of coordinates. 1'* on the surface, then 

i!iv f = -1 —ν ( f? y T. 

where g' is the déterminant of the fundamental quadratic form, and 
where V,/■· is the covariant derivative of /■■ with respect to ,r"T t Ύ 
The formula (ô.il proves that every quadratic system 011 a surface 
has the triangle property, and shows also that, as a triangle belonging 
to the system reduces to a point, we have 

till) —- : - l\ - - ili\ f. 

where Λ is the area of the triangle. Thus, for a given system, 
!im t hl/ Al depends only on the position of the point to w hich the 
triangle reduces. 

Consider now a quadratic system ι. Ο · in \ If lis any surface, 
we shall denote by fv the vector that is associated with the velocity 
system (Qvl tlial (Qt induces on 1. and by div fv the divergence 
of fv regarded as a vector of the tw o-dimensional space 1. Also, w e 
shall denote by Kv the intrinsic curvature of 1. 

Allow a triangle formed with three curves of the system t, Of to 
slirink to a point Ο so that the curves that form its sides tend to 

ι ) The formula (ô.if y lie obtained casilx in our present notation. \\ e 
liiul from bonnet's formula thai the excess of anv curvilinear triangle on die 

surface is fmis - j j Κ </S where * is ihe geodesic curvature of a side (See 

IVvttttorx. l.rroiis si ir la l/irorir 11rs sur fares* I. it. p. 1 >- 1. Now if rt- is the unit 

\eelor along the positive normal lo a curve. — — -i-y ir. «. y g. (See 
V Λ. Me t avorta.. Aft/ili'-almns of the at'solulr dijirmitial ra/rufus* ι>ι·! 1. 
p. 170). so that. if the curve belongs to the velocity system. 

κ ils ~ It* fills — 1 /-f/.r' - i/.r- iy g·, 

• *ur formula follows at once on substituting this value for * in the line integral 
and transforming into a surface integral. 
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coincide with three curves Q,. fL, Q- through O. Tlie 
tangents at ι > to these tluve curves are necessarily coplanar. and 
determine an elementary plane /κ l.el Σ be a surface passing-
through the three curves that form the triangle. Let it vary with 
the triangle and, as the triangle tends to reduce to the point O, let 
it lend to coincide with a surface Σ' through G which is regular 
in the neighborhood of O. The surface Σ" necessarily contains the 
curves Q,. G._,. Q-„ and touches ρ at O. If Λ is the area of the 
portion of Σ bounded by the triangle, we have 

l G , ' ~ __ f ft l\v — lti\ fv 1 liS. 

where the surface integral is extended over this portion of Σ. If we 
impose sufficiently restrictive conditions on the way in which the 
triangle and the surface Σ tend to their limiting forms, we may infer 
from ^ο. O that 

tîlll ^ I\v ,ti\ I ν . 

This show s that «very i/ttm/rntir system hm the trionyfe property. 
We may show further that, for a given system, Itmt Ε/ΛΛ depends 

only on the ultimate position and orientation of the triangle, that is, 
on the point Ο and the elementary plane p. Let S' he the surface 
generated by the curves of ι (G that touch ρ at () ·, ' \ S' and Σ both 
contain the three curves Q,, Q.,. Q

s
 through Ο. and they therefore 

have contact of the second order. By this we mean that the curves 
in which the two surfaces are cut by a general λ

 x
., through Ο have 

(' » tu I tie ease of an arbitrary system of curves, the curve-· that pass through 
a point it in the ■** tlireelions of a linear pencil generate a surface which in 
general has a singularity al the point I *: for it is not in general possible to liiul 
a representation .r = .»·*(«. e » of the surface sueli that the functions ,f(w.n 
have determinate seeotnt partial derivatives at O. hi ortler that Ο should always 
tie an ordinary point it is suflieient (but not necessary) that the system should 
he quadratic : we shall see in paragraph ti that, if the system is quadratic, it is 
possible to choose the coordinates in \ so that the surface is represented by 
linear equations. 
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contact of the second order t ' ~i; or. analytically. that it is possible to 
represent the surfaces in the forms ,r - ζ ι«. χ », r -- .1 HI, ν» so 

that the lirsl and second partial derivatives of z' are respectively 
equal to those of ψ' at Ο 

Now. for any surface S represented by the equations .r'= .«· ι «. v\ 
the ν alues of K

>
 and div f

s
 at a point depend only on the values of the 

functions v> and their lirst and second partial derivatives at this 
point. Hence we have al Ο 

Kv — <li\ fv — K. — «11\ £> . 
so that 

lim — — k. — <liv f.. 

We have thus completed the proof of the following" theorem : 

In οnier ffmt a system ·> f cuis>s in \
 N should hare t/ir property that 

the ru/ίο o f" the e.ixess to the area o f ο triangle fanned a it h three mixes 
of thr system tends to a fin lit its the tria n aie shrinks to a point, it is 
necessary ami su fficient that the system shoufd he ipiadratie. If the 
system is <piadrntit\ this limit depends only on the (inn tin a position ·>/ 
the triangle and on the limiting orientatieai of its stir fare. 

In this statement, we interpret the area of the triangle to mean the 
area hounded bv the triangle on au ν surface eontainimj its sides 
which satisfies, as the triangle contracts, the conditions ol recuhuitv 
that we imposed above on the surface Σ. 

Is 1 See Λ. ,i. Me lioxxELL. /7n- ron/ort of eu/xt .< in ftientunnion </».»··.·. 
t Proe. London Math. λν. ι » ι. t. 28, uy>8. η, ,\>o-ôi- ι. 

t1 » tn order (ο |>ι\>\ e I hat 1 lie surfaces lune contact oftheseeond order. wc mav 
choose the coordinate sv>lein so that a- —ο at O. ami so llial one of the 
surface> is .····· »Λ - ·>. W e niav represent the oilier surface in the 
form 

r — «i, .«·■~ J v — »#av. .··' . i f z_:i \ i. 

» here our convention abonl I >reeh iiulices is observed, ll is clear thai, if the 
wtrlaees have in common more than two curves through 11 in distinct direclions. 
we must have »r.l·,— o. 
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(t. lAl.l CI.ATIOS OF THE INTRINSIC CIRYATIRE OF THF. SURFACE S*. — \\> 
shall now consider the problem of calculating linn K/.Vj in terms of 
the coeftieienls Τ ; in the equations \ e. > \ of the quadratic system \ Q ». 
when we are given the point Ο to which the triangle reduces and the 
orientation of the elementary plane pat O. For this purpose, it is 
convenient first to calculate the intrinsic curvature Ks at Ο ot the 
surface S" generated by the curves of t Q ι that touch ρ at O. 

For simplicity we shall assume that the fundamental quadratic 
form of \

 v
 is positive-definite. The moditications that are necessary 

when this is not so can easily be made. Also, we may slightly 
simplify our notation by w riting K . f. divf instead of K

S î
 f
s

. div £.. 
We shall suppose temporarily that our system of coordinates .r is' 

a special one defined as follows. Let Λ fixed mutually perpendicular 
directions he chosen at O. and let the Ν numbers / he the cosines of 
the ancles between these directions and the direction of the tancent 
at Ο to any curve of < Ο κ Then the coordinates of a point F ou this 
curve are defined by .r si. where Λ is the length of the are Ο Ρ of 
the curve. It is know η that the coordinate system thus defined is an 
admissible one : it is in fact a system of normal coordinates t ' i for 
the svstein of paths * Ο t. 

At ' t we liave 

i* i . ί I; ι j l ι -·' 

and therefore the value of a symbol at Ο is not altered if an index is 
raised or lowered. Any curve of tQt through it is represented by 
equations of the form ,r = /.v. where the numbers / are constants, 
and therefore satisfies the equations /»/.*·* = o. Hence the 
coeftieienls Γ . in the equations ι J. 11 all vanish at it. \\ e thus have 
at I» 

Τ ,, =■ Τ: ν — — ! 1 = -i jl. i -

» ' ι See Ι \ EB1.1.N ami 1.1. THOMAS. The ifowetri ΟΙ jntties < T»jms. imr RÔ an 
Math. V««n. i. a;; m oh {>. V»l It may fie remarket! thai Ihe coo rxli rial o 
s\-lem lhal we Itave ile-erihetî is an admissible one ontv il' ihe svslem of curve--
is t|ua>lralio. this loliow- loan a llteoretu due l<> J. ttoniilas » I net a h of 
l/iliAr(M!llfr,· l O, t. il. I», >N JI, Hu i. 
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The surface S' is represented in this system of coordinates by 
linear equations: ami we shall further choose our system of coordi-
nates so that S" is the surface 

«λ; ' </.*- · ' s J » ' if/.* 

Let U... . be the curvature tensor of \
 x

. that is. 

It — -ν— ; r*. A i 5— ' ι». A , — . . · ΛA\ r : — ., hi. r ; , ' ». 

If we denote h\ Κ the curvature of \\ at Ο corresponding to the 
orientation of > or of ρ. we have 

Κ t< .... 

Similarly, if R.v.-. is the curvature tensor of the two-dimensional 
spaee S' in the system of coordinates .r\ .r·. we have 

Κ — li-Iïïa. 

I» addition to our convention about Greek indices, we shall intro-
duce the further convention that a capital Roman index takes the 
values 3. j. — N. Then, at any point of S'. 

It.,..?— I5,h r- · -Γ ' t wt-i. I' " - ' - , ' ï at". Γ 

and hence at < * 

,t>. ! I Κ Κ I (. t j. I ;· 1 - j.. 

\\ e can interpret this formula geometrically. Holding" Ρ fixed 
for the moment, we see that — Τ νi··3 i- is the projection ι - > in 
the .r'-diveetion of the curvature vector of one of the curves of ι Ο ι 
through Ο that generate S'. Hence T. —ι Γ ,. ν ι not su ni mod 
with respect to Ρ ι Is the product of the two extreme values that this 
projection takes as we vary the curve. If. for brevity, we speak of 
the projection of the curvature vector of a curve in a given direction 
as the curvature ot the curve in that direction, we ma ν express ν <>. ■>. » 

ι ! ι We follow tlie notai ion of i iSKMiART. Ritnuutm'im ivtwfeirv. p. 
; I liai is. tlie scalar product of ι lie curvature vector ami tin· uni) vector 

w iiose components are oj». 
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in live following geometrical form, which has no reference to any 
particular coordinate-system : To calculate K'—k. take Ν — a 
directions at Ο perpendicular to each other and normal to S". and, 
corresponding to each of these directions, find the product of the 
extreme values of the curvature at Ο in this direction of a curve 
of ν t > » on S". and add the results. 

We can now express this result analytically in any coordinate-
svstem. Supposing that our system of coordinates .*· is unrestricted, 
we max specify the orientation of ρ by means of any two 
perpendicular unit ν eel ore 1 ! 1 at ι Τ and which lie in p. 
Let ;

(
.ι Ρ - 'L i \\ he Ν—e unit vectors ret at Ο which are 

perpendicular to each other and normal to /> or S". The curvature 
in the direction of of a curve of t 'W ihrouglt Ο on S is 

— Τ
 ;

 < > j r(w 1 -- / ; .jit "i - t ι J co> J -- λ: sin § ι £(.. 

and if we calculate the product of the extreme values of this as 0 
varies, and use the result that we have stated, we find thai 

< ό. > ' Κ "Κ - I / ; λ , ;t.T ί .} * ;i. Ί\ , λ; / ... ;ι-1 } ',}] £j.. 

or 

ô». i ) ■> Κ — Κ > I I ... Λ» Λ fofiî· « ». 

where 
Λ* = >*. 

\\ e can derive frein this a formula which involves only the two 
vectors λ',. Assuming for the moment that y h. 1 t holds at Ο. we 

» ' » The formulae that we shall obtain ma ν he modified easily if it is preferred 
t<> specify /« b\ means of two arbitrary vectors which tie in 

; ·' ι For these vectors, ami for the two vectors that lie iti p. we shall a^ree 
that the lower index identities the vector and the η ρ per index the component, 
since we shall not need to lower the index r. it wilt not be neeessarv to η se a 
notation such as 7 . 

! : ·» This is of course nothing but the form taken in our particular case bv 
liiceis formula for the enrv a lure of a \\ in V\ \ formoh- jtmciamrntali tifiiit 
it··>r/ti «<*/ !r/c ift'/fe * <rrfV.'?i e tW/ti /«·*>> i HiVtifim». tlenti. /./,·#.vf tà't. t. II. 
οίο.·.. p. oè.Vorè i. but it seetned as simple to derive it direellv as to adapt 
Uieei's formula. 
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may w rite 
£r£i> = 'i" — '*·" — λ" λ·„ 

ιη yG.3 1. which thus leads to 

ιΓ».5) ·»ι Κ"— Κ ι — Τ/,;·"Τ/„, Α*1' Λ·£ - Τ*»}.'').!,/" r — »ι Ί\.·«>·''>.'aλ, η. 

The l'onu of I his equation shows that it is true when the coordinate-
system is unrestricted. 

When the quadratic system t Ο') reduces to a velocity system we 
obtain, on using" (a.G), the simpler formula 

\ î Κ' — Κ =/;/ 

where f, is I lie vector associated with the system. This agrees with 

a result obtained by Lipha (1 κ 
If it is observed that the second member of this formula is the 

square of the magnitude of the component of J] normal to S , a simple 
w ay of obtaining the formula h v geometrical reasoning suggests itself. 
According to the definition of a velocity system, the curvature vector 
of a curve of the sy stem ou S" through Ο is the sunt of f. and a \ rctor 
tangential to the curve and therefore lo S . The curvature in the 
direction of of any of these curves is thus equal to the projection of 
f, in this direction, so that the product of the extreme values of this 
curvature reduces to the square of this projection. Hence K.'— Κ is 
equal to the sum of the squares of the projections off, in the A — ΐί 
directions ς;., and therefore to the square of. I he magnitude of the 
component off, normal to S'. 

We see incidentally that, fora cefoeitr .vv.vAvw, the point Ο is an 
nnibiliv on the surface S . because all of the curves of the system 
through t > that lie on S' have the same curvature in an ν direction Ν « 

normal to S'. Similar reasoning shows that the \ „ genera teH br the 
cuis es o f a rehnitv svstetu that pass through a point Ο in the χ" ' t/irec-
tiuns it fa linear rector-space has an it nib Hie at O. 

7. (ΤΙΛΧΙΛΤΙΟΧ OF linn Κ/Λ >.— In order to complete the ealeu-

T1 Ι J, LII'U. f surfiwt's, > f*rot\ Imcrtrita Artrt/. of Arts <tntf 
Scit /tws. l. 3ÎK lu >3» p. 
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talion of limiE/Av. we have to find the value of div f, hut we shall 
not try to do this directly. In view of the way in which the corres-
ponding limit for a geodesic triangle can be expressed by means of 
the curvature tensor of \

 v
. it is natural to consider the result of 

treating the curvature tensor of the system of paths t Q) in the same 
way. If we do this, we shall find that it is more convenient to use 
instead a somewhat different tensor, whose relation to the curvature 
tensor of the paths we shall examine later. 

We write 

78 0^ = Γ{Ί\,·*-Τ,·Τ,·«. 

where Γ, indicates the operation of covariant differentiation with 
respect to .r; ; and 

^ — ¿-«Ty 

lb,,,:, is a tensor, which is skew-symmetric in its first two indices, and 
also in its last two. Hence, with the notation of paragraph β, the 
ijuanlity I defined by 

17.-* ! i I = i I λ* λ; λ-( >.* = Λ4'" Λ'·< 

is an invariant, w hich depends only on the point Ο and the orien-
tation of p. In order therefore to calculate I, we may suppose that 
our coordinate-system is of the special type that we introduced 
iu paragraph l>. and that the positive directions of the .r'-curve and 
the a·- - curve at Ο are respectively the directions of the two given 
vectors λ, and λ!., so that λ', = λΐ = o!.. Then we have, with the 
help of ( 2.-ι V 

» 7.s f ι = ι*,-»-=T,tT
îls
- τ«, ι — v.yr,,, — τ,,.) = tτ,τ.,. — v. τ,., κ 

We can now express 1 in terms of div f, and Κ'— K. 
As we have seen in paragraph 3. the covariant components in the 

system of coordinates ,r', ,r- of the geodesic curvature vector of a 
curve of the system (Qs) induced by ι on S' are—T

3r>
r5.i··'; 

and therefore the numbers T3.,: are the components of the tensor 
of the surface S' that defines the induced system (Qs) in the 
same way as the tensor Τ,j., of λ * defines the system (Q). If are 

Jintra. tie MtUk.. tome All. — Fase. Ill, ig33. Ôb 
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the eovariaiit components of the vector f, we have, as in paragraph 2. 

( 7. it ' ?Τδ — 7 ' ï&J ν ~
ν
5./ :i 1 — .i'ftj ■ 

Let V,T
S

...- denote thecovariant derivative, formed with reference to 
the metric of S'. of this tensor, so that at an χ point of S' 

- τ,.,, ; ; '1 ; - " ^ -

and at O, 

Tx t vs—^i t ^ν·χ · t ν γ·^ t
 Λ

·-, ι· · f , ι* ·', I .v* '■ ' ^ r '-Χ·<-

Substituting these values in ( ~. 3 ) and simplify ing h ν means of ι ··.. j ). 
x\e liiul that 

1 —r V, I - ν._, I — I I 111> I »1 I lit' ι ι;I't. 

or, by \ I». u Κ 

^1= V, Τ,,. — V.,T.., — ι Κ — h κ 

Now, from κ -. 4 t, xx e liave 

Τ
Λ
Τ

ν
..~= H\;yL/v- cvîTs

/. ) — i.v V, J . 

and from this \xe find, using (<». ι\ that al Ο 

ν:,τι;ι = i.tr,f, · 'iiivf. 

1'hus ι. 7. à ) becomes 
I =z - dix f — ( k' — k t. 

and honce 
I ί m — ~ K ' — tlïvf =- K 1 — t K ' — KL 

This enables us to calculate linn VJ \ t in any system of coordinates, 
since I is given by 17. 0 t. Κ'— Κ by < (>..'1κ and Κ by 

.J| Iv — «λ ^ ^ ' 
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If \\ i· use the tensor ,V;„7! defined by 

• ~ ' Vu"/X- Γ7 ' At'/À · 

we thus have the final result 

ι 7. ι> ι • lim — ι \·Ι";|;"1'Α,·„ΤΗ,. > A'"' A". 

It will he found that this may also be written in the form 

■( lim γ = (.
W

 ■- T;/J,
lir

 - ~ .i'.v/T,,,,,,Ί't,.
;

A""'A'"·'")iA'"'A·*. 

We m;o express the tensor Λ/,,,ν. in terms of the curvature tensor 
of the s\stem of paths (Q), the curvature tensor of \

 x
, and certain 

sums of products of the coefticienls T^.. If we regard the system (Q) 
as a particular s\ stein of paths., the corresponding curvature tensor ( ' ) 
li ',7i is defined b\ 

ι = r'j - — f'. - r, rA - Γ' .Γ-ν 

and we have the formula (-) 

' ..-/Α .*//. * / ' it * Λ" ' if ' JFΛ * t j ' if * / {, * 

We tli us find that 

'· \ ι !*/„/< - IW/I - ItAi.a- ·ΗΤΤ
ίν

·Α — ΐ;/Τ
Λ

τΤϋ/ΐ
Α

- Ύ,·,pT,. 

8. Λ CHARACTERISTIC I»ROI>ERTY OF VELOCITY SYSTEMS IN Vs. — Consider 
the form taken by ( 7 .βϊ for a quadratic system in a space of three 
dimensions Y

:!
. If we suppose that g'ij = at O, we may specify the 

orientation of ρ by means of the direction cosines /' of the normal to ρ 
at Ο with reference to the directions of the coordinate curves at O. 
Since we have /' = A-·", etc., the formula( 7. <>) expresses lim ( Ε/Λ ) as 
a homogeneous quartic in the direction cosines l'\ We may contrast 
this w ith the corresponding formula in the case where the quadratic 

1 11 \ KIII.KN WILD THOMAS, for. ritp. 55.'|. 

1 - ! See SimoctEx. tfi'r lîirri-Kfifkiïi. p.· Siî, or IÙSENTIART. XoH-Rfanmnaiun 
zcomt'lrr. 1917. ρ- 10. 
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system reduces lo the geodesies υί V
a

. In this case lim (E/A) is equal 
to a homogeneous quadratic in these direction cosines the quartic 
reducing to a quadratic in virtue of the identity 

>L·}- - (/ Γ' :Μ. 

The problem thus suggests itself of determining the quadratic sys-
tems in V- for w hich lim ι. Κ/Λ ) is a homogeneous quadratic in the 
direction cosines of the normal to ρ : or, more generally, of deter-
mining the quadratic systems in \

 N
 for which the formula <. 7.6) reduces 

to one of the type 

t 8.1) lim ·- ΚA·'" A·"'· 

\\ e shall indicate briefly how this problem may be discussed. 
Referring to iG.ài. w e see that a quadratic system has the property 

in question on I ν if 
.T,

::
,>7>4>.',·)' - >Ύ

;
,ι-

reduces to something of the form 

it «,·»)* >4 >■·{>■« -
in virtue of the equations 

>.-(=t, «,7/4)4=1, ^>.',>4=0. 

It is natural to expect, and it may be proved without .difficulty, 
that this can happen only if a relation of the form 

T*f„>7/.!,'/'! .· (i/st <s.',«λ, λ!; ) -τ-1 t>iι < i·..,, / 7 λ,') 

holds identically. If we equate coefficients in this, and use (*2.-1), we 
find that «, — — i,. and that 

T;i#= -VA'/if'f-

w hich shows that the svstem must be a velocity svstem. 
To show that a formula of the type (8.1) holds for any velocity 

system, we may substitute the values (2.7) in our formula for 

Ι1 ) SEE I.KVI -lim ΓΑ. The· absotute· tii/ferential eafeulus, ΪΙ»'-Ϊ7. Ι». 
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lini ( K/\). We find that 

(8.2) Iiin χ = Τ Κ/ιί/* A'" A'* — Tr fr-h ;ί' ΐί»Ι T„ fu /'.· κ 

and this may readily be expressed in the form (8.1) ( 1 ). 
We lints see that a formula of the type (8.1) is characteristic of 

clocilv systems. 
In the same way it is clear that velocity systems are the only quadratic 

systems for which K' is equal to an expression of the same form as the 
second mendier of 18.1). 'Phis result forms a complement to the 
result of Lipka that we mentioned in paragraph 6. 

9. SYSTEMS IN WHICH THE EXCESS OF EVERY TRIANGLE IS ZERO. — It will be 
of interest to compare the results that we have obtained with the follow-
ing theorem which is due to Douglas : If a system of curves in \

 x 

has the properly that the excess of every triangle formed by curves of . 
the system is zero, then, if IN 2, \

 N
 must be conformai to a Eucli-

dean space E
x
 in such a way that the curves of the system correspond 

to the straight lines of Hx
 ( - ). We shall show how our results may 

be used in order to give an alternative proof of this theorem. 
If t lie system (Γ) lias I he properly in question, it is clearly a quadra-

tic system for which Urn (E/A) is always zero. In virtue of what lias 
been said in paragraph 8, it is thus a velocity system. 

We shall use again the coordinate-system of paragraph 6 with an 
arbitrary point Ο as origin. The surface generated by the curves of 
(Pi that touch an elementary plane at Ο is then represented by homo-
geneous linear equations. As Douglas shows, such a surface contains 

1. ' ) Where 

•I Hftirt— ··*(/,./'' ) Α'Λ/ A'i*· — Τi/t )■ 

It is perhaps easier lo establish the formula (8.a) directly : it can be shown 

without difficulty that 

divf '=τ,./'·+:ΐίξΐ;( -s/,,/.. - τ„ /, ». 

and this, combined with (6.6), leads at once to (8. a.). 

T ) J. UOCGLAS, Criterion for the conformât equivalence of a Rieniann space 
to a Euclidean space ( Trans. American Math. Soc., t. 27, 1923, p. 299-306). 
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wliollv an ν curve of (D thai louches it : and this implies that along 
any curve of (I") we have 

(·:;.■) ·■·.! - ex ■·;· 
Consequently. there must exist nutnhers z, such that 

I 9. I I F/* = t ·>}?ι — » ι ' 

II/, is the vector associated with the velocity system ( ΓY. we thus 
have 

~Vï/' ^-
Hence 

f r t ν ilr 

and, if /==/. 
^r,—>=*f. 

where there is no summation with respect to /. These equations show 
that /, is a gradient provided that N> 2, so that we may write 
/i . · ,/-r/iAr*'. The system ι. Γ ) is consequently a natural system, and 

consists of the extremals of the integral f 

Consider a second Kiemannian space \
 λ

 in w hich the element of 
length ,/s' is given by 

ih iz=. r/.r i/T, 

and consider the correspondence between Υ
λ
 and λ

 N
 in which corres-

ponding points have the same coordinates. This correspondence is 
conformai, and therefore the system (Γ ) in \\ that corresponds to 
l Γϊ in \

 s
 has the property of forming triangles with zero excess. 

Now the curves of (ΓΤ are the geodesies of \/ since they are the 
extremals of f tlx': and therefore every geodesic triangle in \

 N
 lias 

(! ) We may use iu>!ead the foci thai it is possible to tiiul a <vi>rdin;iO>-«\-.teui 
in which the curves ι. Γ ι are represented In linear equations. In such a coor-
dinate system equations of the form 19.1 » are satisfied. 
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zero excess. Hence \\ is a Euclidean space, and ils straight lines 
correspond conformully to the curves of ( Γ) in λ

 N
. 

When Ν 3, it is possible to give a different proof of this theorem, 
based on the statement at the end of paragraph li and on the theorem 
ofSchouten t ' Vthat. for Λ > 3, a \ \ must be conformai to a Euclidean 
space if it is possible to find in it a \

 N
 , all of whose points are om-

bilics, passing through an arbitrary point normal to an arbitrary 
direction. 

III. O r\nnuic SYSTEMS AMI SYSTEMS OF PATHS. — We have still to 
consider the relation of ipiadratic systems to systems of paths in \

 N
. 

In our lliemannian space \
 λ

. let us consider an arbitrary affine 
^symmetric3 connection which is independent of tlie metric of λ ^ and 
is distinct from the Levi-Civita parallelism which is associated with 
the metric. Let this affine connection be defined by the formulae 

fie.ι s •ft: - Γ], I'd.>■< = ,. ir)\z=V^i 

for the parallel displacement of an arbitary vector λ', the coefficients 
Γ/, being functions of position. The equations of the paths (or auto-
parallelsl of (ιο.Λ are formed by expressing that a vector which is 
tangent to a path remains so when it is given a displacemen t along the 
path in accordance with \ ι ο. ι κ Taking this tangent vector to be the 
unit tangent vector, we have the differential equations of the paths in 
the fonn 

I Ο - . ·» I —J—; I /J; —Z J- = V —J— ■ 

where ν is the arc of the curve, and 0 is a factor of proportionality. 
We may write these in the equivalent form 

\ ! N „.5 I Τ rj.r\ 

where 

1 ' ■»"* """ ly*V 

1

1 > .1. V. Sr.Hoi TEA. f r/>r.>■ ί/if hmforme Abhildnim. ele. ι Molli. Zritsrhrij'f, 
I. It. οίο. J». 8i»t. 
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The fact, that iidfis and .r are perpendicular vectors shows that 

ί l O... ,| \ ) = TJk,jc>.t"\r . 

In order that * 10.2) should have the same form as \u.i) when ft is 
replaced bj the value (10.4 \ this value must reduce to the fori». 
in virtue of the fact that .V' is a unit vector, the numbers φ being func-
tions of posit ion. We must therefore have identically 

,fr- '' >K ~,ft ~JT 
and hence 

(10.5) TOM = A* t" >-

If this condition is satisfied, the paths are represented bv the equa-
tions (2.1) if 

lV· - r,'v f, — ν· 

The existence of numbent y, η itich satisfy (10.51 is thus necessary 
and sufficient in οι-der that the paths 0/ (10.1) should farm a quadratic 
system. If sncli numbers exist, then 

( lO.ti \ (Λ — A>«|,= -Λ TV— τ;;.. 

and hence, on substituting tliese values for y; in *u 

*10.71 | Λ — -ΐ ) I ftti — j; I fv ' — t .Γ-, · 

The equations * 10.7 > are thus necessary conditions that the paths 
should form a quadratic system. They are also sufficient; for they 
express the fact that it is possible to satisfy t. ιο.51 by giving the values 
(io.t>l to the numbers q,. 

We may look at the relation of quadratic systems to systems of 
paths iu a slightly different way. By choosing a suitable parameter/ 
along each path 1. the al'line parameter *, we may write the equations 
of the paths of (10.1) in the form 

( 1.0.8 ) li-.C _ - tt.C >/.(·' 

(' ) See the !ir>l foot-note ia paragraph 4. 
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Now the paths are unaltered if we effect a projective change of the 
affine connection, that is, if we replace Γ;'« in (ι ο. ι ) by' Γ,'*, where 

V*— V* — y ?«· -T- nK 

the numbers ψ, being arbitrary functions of position. The corres-
ponding equations of the paths are then 

H I <1.111 —— — I ;A - —— — e. 

where t is a different parameter; and these represent the saine curves 
as (ι ο.-jii or ν io.3i. Now, if we can choose the numbers ψ, so that 
liie equations ι io.qi admit the first integral 

jio. 1\ c;, — —eon>t.. 

we mav replace t by .* in these equations, and the system is therefore 
quadratic. It will be seen conversely that we can do this whenever 
the paths form a quadratic system. Hence, in onter that the paths of 
(ιο.Ο should form a quadratic system, it is necessary and sufficient 
that it shun id he passible ta effect a project ice change of the a/fine 
connection ,vo that the <·<trtrsptanting équations of the paths admit the 
first integral iin.io \. Eisenhart gives conditions that this should be 
possible \ ' t. wide h will be found to be equivalent to t ιο.ο ). 

Incidentalh we have the follow im; theorem, which aives a eeome-
ti ieal interpretation of the existence of a homogeneous quadratic first 
integral ; 

If. it ι a geometry of paths, it is possible to ο rite the equations of the 
paths in the form (io.q) so that these equations admit a: homogeneous 
quadratic first integral, then it is possible to introduce a Hiemannian 
metric with reference to a h ich the system of paths has the triangle pro-
perty, and cora ersclr. 

It may be of interest to remark that ceiocily systems in \
 x

 are iden-
tical with the systems of paths that arise when the affine connection that 

E't .Xou-liicmonn ton aeomctrt. uv'7. p. ι ι S. 
Jourη. tie Math., tome Nil. — Fase- Ill, tySS. 3q 
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%IV <JIY on \ x minets Λ» onto/' MVy/.V (V/JC. If L lie al line 
connection (ioji is of We ν !"s type, there exists a vector Ο. sucli that 

Τ >v — - i.»ΐ*KV· — s· <V' » 15 

so that the corresponding equations of the paths are 

» * 1' vî~ - «t * — 

If we replace (i by its value, found as in TIO.JV. these become 

U«Ml'» N * t-r jr Ο — ,V, 

Now. the differential equations of a velocity system are 

< I". I >' > •V ~ f — if'-r -.r . 

and we see that \ 10. ι iN and 1to, 12N are equivalent if Q = . 
J. M. Thomas has given conditions that an affilie .geometry whose 

paths admit the quadratic hist integral (ίο. 10 * should have the same 
paths, as a NYeyf geometry If au index following a emu ma indi-
cates. covariant differentiation w ith reference to the aftine connection, 
so that, tor any tensor f\

;
,. 

Γ . - · 4-1* .·- IVirf-l\r,· . 
t liese conditions are 

■rwf N » 

It follows from what we have said that these conditions must he 
equivalent to the conditions ty-i.j>N that a quadratic sx stein should 
reduce to a velocity system. That this is so may he verified at once 
on remarking that Κ. 

^ * V 

f '} Scaur TEX. i*tr .Rk\-i'A.sM'»L p. -Ô. 
T~"K J. M. THOMAS. F-IVSI «TFRCMFE MI TAt IWMIEFRV ·> f jotths {ProE. .X»f. 

.ttW. w/S-irtHvs. l. li p. isii. 


